Questions for the Committee:

What metadata to expose in the web interface?
Which fields are exposed to keyword search?
Which fields are exposed to field level search?
Which fields need to be added to FileMaker to support new features?

---------------------------------------------

Essential:

- simple keyword search
- faceted browsing and search of (contributor, collection, location, language, endangered, content type)
- stable URLs
- CJK/Multi-lingual character support (UTF-8)
- Downloadable MP3
- Accessibility, ADA Level 2
- Metadata Access Permissions (yes, no, embargo date)
- Content Access Permissions
  - Public
  - Available on request (manual delivery)
  - Not available

Other:

Responsive design?

Advanced search:
- Limit by field
- Boolean search in keyword

OAI-PMH (harvest catalog data)

Individual record export (CSV, JSON, ???)

Citation export (BibTeX)

Social Media integration

Geographical features (requires new data)

Automatic access control

More advanced audio players
- Streaming (esp. for longer files)
- Start/stop times in URL
- Annotations for timestamps

Other visualization options?